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Executive Summary 

Shasta Disabled Sports USA is a small regional organization that facilitates 

adventure sports activities for people with disabilities. In existence since 2005, programs 

have grown steadily to almost 500 user days in 2008 in the combined summer and winter 

programs. Unfortunately, organizational development has not kept up with program 

growth and at this time Shasta DSUSA faces several challenges that argue for improved 

organizational management. Holding fun and high quality outdoor adventures as the 

essence of the mission, Shasta DSUSA can serve clients best by embracing a business 

model that supports program focus within a framework of financial health and 

organizational sustainability. This study begins the transition to a more effective 

organization. 

While it was anticipated that long-range goals would be set and a strategic plan 

developed to meet those goals, this investigation has identified barriers that must be 

addressed prior to planning completion. Instead, recommendations for organizational 

stabilization and the creation of a framework for future planning have been the outcomes 

of this work. 

Several deficiencies were found in the financial and governances practices such 

that in some cases Shasta DSUSA is in violation of federal and state regulation and in 

others merely in violation of their own bylaws. The organization has not institutionalized 

best practices for board ethics, financial oversight, and working with people with 

disabilities, Additionally, fundraising has been opportunistic rather than based in goal  
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setting and sound planning. Recommendations have been made to support improvements 

in these areas. 

Successes were identified in terms of mission delivery. Personal interviews with 

clients, volunteers, and board members reflect great satisfaction with the events and 

activities. Additionally, clients and volunteers reported positive impacts to their lives 

from participation in Shasta DSUSA programs, which is consistent with the outside 

research reported in this study. Thus, recommendations for program improvements 

center on better management of volunteer assets and streamlining and standardizing event 

coordination efforts. 

Although implementation of the recommended changes will serve to stabilize the 

organization, continuing board collaboration towards a future vision will be required to 

continue the work of this study in building a sustainable and stable Shasta DSUSA. The 

outcomes of research in this study confirm that Shasta DSUSA offers a valuable service 

to people with disabilities and to the general community. To continue that service is the 

most compelling argument for organizational change, 
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Introduction 

Shasta DSUSA is a 501 ¢-3 non-profit corporation, based in Mt. Shasta, 

California, that provides outdoor recreational activities to people with disabilities. Their 

mission is to provide members “with quality activities and learning experiences that will 

enhance their quality of life, grow their self confidence, and increase their independence” 

(Shasta DSUSA mission statement, 2005). 

The Mt. Shasta area is a wonderland of outdoor sports with year round activities 

ranging from climbing the 14,000 ft peak to fishing the world-renown McCloud River. 

Historically, although a tourist destination with numerous outfitters and guide services, 

there were no services providing adventure access for people with disabilities. The 

emergence of Shasta DSUSA has filled this void. 

Case Study: Joy Wilson 

In 1986, Alicia Joy Wilson was born with Spastic Cerebral Palsy (CP). Over the 

course of her life Joy has experienced increasing limited mobility but has full cognitive 

and communication abilities. She is a bright and talented woman who happens to be 

bound to a wheelchair. 

As a child, Joy was one of three children in a single parent home. The challenge 

of day-to-day living was significant, however, Joy’s mother made a strong commitment 

to insure that Joy had a broad range of life-enhancing experiences. Joy first came to 

adaptive sports at the age of nine when her school came to the Mt. Shasta Ski Park 

Nordic Center. Joy rode in a sled that day and sang Christmas carols with her friends 

from school.  
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This experience created a life-long outdoorswoman out of Joy. Her love of skiing 

inspired her participation in other activities and her world “expanded exponentially.” 

Rather than seeing her world as the four walls of their living room, Joy now talks of 

travel and independent living. When asked how events and activities have changed her 

life, Joy described flying down the slopes and floating freely in the river. The adverbs all 

connote freedom. This is an important concept to one who sees the world from a 

wheelchair; freedom to move, but also freedom to try new things and to see her life in a 

new paradigm (personal communication, January 13, 2009). 

When Joy was nine, there was no Shasta DSUSA, but one of the future founders 

pulled her sled that day. From that day on, Joy’s activities were limited not by her 

wheelchair but by the lack of resources available in the area. She wanted to try it all! 

Now Joy is off to college and no longer lives in the area, but before she left she served as 

founding board member and helped form Shasta DSUSA. She calls it her legacy to the 

community (personal communication, January 13, 2009). 

As illustrated by the case above, the programs and events offered by Shasta 

DSUSA represent a valuable service upon which the disabled community has come to 

depend. Unfortunately, the board of Shasta DSUSA has failed to develop an 

organizational structure that can sustain these programs and services are vulnerable to the 

continuing commitment of a few key volunteers, several of which are overtaxed. Having 

created and nurtured the desire to participate in outdoor activities, it is incumbent upon 

the board of Shasta DSUSA to be good stewards of the organization such that these 

programs continue.  
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Thesis 

Holding fun and high quality outdoor adventures as the essence of the mission, 

Shasta DSUSA can serve clients best by embracing a business model that supports a 

program focus within a framework of financial health and organizational sustainability. 

Methods 

A variety of tools and techniques were employed to develop the knowledge, 

decisions, and recommendations outlined in this study. A team comprised of two Shasta 

DSUSA board members and two additional volunteers conducted primary and secondary 

research. Collaborative processes employing internal and external stakeholders developed 

visioning scenarios to guide the setting of goals for the organization. Analyses, internal 

and external, helped establish the context for current success and future opportunities and 

serve as a basis for understanding the gaps that exist between the current organization and 

the future vision. Recommendations for building towards the future vision were 

developed and evaluated in a collaborative setting and, decisions have been implemented 

where consensus was found. Although significant progress has been made, further 

collaborative efforts are needed to complete the decision-making process. 

Research 

Primary research, in the form of personal interviews, was conducted to provide an 

understanding of success and opportunities related to serving the mission. Interview 

questions were developed to assess (a) the level of satisfaction and loyalty among clients 

and their families or caregivers, (b) the level of satisfaction and quality of experience for 

event volunteers, and (c) the level of satisfaction and the vision and continuing  
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commitment of the current governing board. Surveys were not intended to be statistically 

significant, nor were they conducted or recorded anonymously. The nature of the client 

population and the small number of appropriate responders precluded these conditions. 

Board members were consulted on both the appropriateness of the survey and the 

potential use of the information. Upon board approval, interviews were conducted during 

the first two weeks of January 2009. Client and volunteer survey results informed the 

analysis and discussion of program effectiveness. The board survey served to begin the 

visioning process, and identify potential governance challenges. See Appendix A for the 

survey plan. 

Secondary Research 

Many studies have been constructed to determine the health and psychological 

benefits of outdoor recreation. Some have sought to quantify medical changes or utilize 

measures of physical health to argue for activity. Others focus on the emotional benefits 

and how participation has enhanced quality of life. Studies regarding the benefits to 

people with disabilities in outdoor adventure recreation have focused on the latter and 

there was good research available to inform the development of the surveys for this study 

and to serve a comparative analysis of the results. 

There is also a significant body of information from which to draw in evaluating 

the structure and processes that lead to a sustainable small nonprofit. This study sought 

to evaluate numerous sources that illustrate best practices for larger organizations within 

the context of the limited capacity of small start-up nonprofit. Strategic Planning for 

Nonprofit Organizations, by Michael Allison and Jude Kaye was particularly helpful.  
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Some material directly targeting groups of similar size was also found, however, most 

consisted of a single chapter or appendix in a work for larger groups. 

In additional to books and online resources such as white papers and other 

research projects, numerous services exist to aid in the planning and execution of 

business administration functions. These include government programs like Stay 

Exempt, and nonprofit service groups like Tech Soup and Independent Sector. Nonprofit 

start-ups have significant resources available to aid in organizational planning. 

Collaboration 

Visioning scenarios, as described in David Chrislip’s The Collaborative 

Leadership Fieldbook, were used to help the Board of Directors consider future goals for 

the organization. Because the researcher is also a board member, a facilitator was used 

for these meetings. The scenario work coupled with the results of the board survey 

reveled significant vision gaps between board members about the future of the 

organization. While consensus was reached regarding two-year goals, the visioning 

process exposed the need for further organizational development (Chrislip. 2002). 

Limitations 

While a thorough analysis has been completed and recommendations made for 

developing structures, this work represents only the first phase of a full organizational 

development and strategic planning process. At this time, board members have begun a 

visioning process which has brought to light significant differences among board 

perspectives for the future. Accepting this restriction, this study is narrowed to  
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stabilizing the existing organization and thus creating a framework for discussion about 

the future. 

History and Context 

Shasta Disabled Sports USA (Shasta DSUSA) formed as non-profit corporations 

in 2005, however, there are several preceding conditions that illustrate the basis of the 

challenges facing the organization and thus are relevant to the analysis. 

Beginning in the 1990’s two separate groups began offering limited outdoor 

recreational services to the disabled community in Siskiyou County, California. The Mt. 

Shasta Rotary Club, in partnership with a local rafting company and the staff at a physical 

therapy practice, began providing a raft trip each summer for the disabled. While the 

event was rewarding for the volunteers and very popular with the disabled community, 

none of the sponsoring entities had any interest in providing more trips. The trip 

planning was complicated and the trip itself exhausting for the organizers. 

Around the same time, the Mt Shasta Ski Park (MSSP) began providing adaptive 

ski lessons. This was a limited offering as expensive and specialized equipment is often 

required to facilitate skiing and MSSP was unwilling to invest in any but the most 

rudimentary of assistance devices. Nevertheless, the program grew rapidly, spurred by 

the individual interests and energies of a few adaptive ski instructors. 

Contrary to the raft trip group, these instructors had a strong desire to expand their 

programs but no structure through which to seek funding for equipment. While it was 

understood that forming a non-profit was a solution, there was no interest among the 

individuals to foster and run a disabled sports organization. This situation continued for  
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several years until 2005 when one individual urged the group forward, processed the 

legal documents to form a non-profit, and promptly moved away. 

Thus, Shasta DSUSA began with no leadership and very little administrative or 

organizational planning. In the continuing years, Shasta DSUSA has continued to 

operate within this original framework. The organizational culture is casual, 

opportunistic and resistant to structure. Significant effort is expended on programs and 

events—on services to the clients, with little or no effort towards establishing stable 

business practices. 

Organizational Profile 

Programs 

Shasta DSUSA has a complement of events that comprise a year round program. 

This includes winter and spring activities; Alpine skiing and snowboarding, Nordic 

Skiing, Dog Sledding and Sledding/Snow Play and summer and fall activities; Fishing, 

Camping, Rock Climbing and Whitewater Rafting. 

Shasta DSUSA does not charge clients for participation. Direct expenses, such as 

food and fees, are provided by partner organizations or through membership dues. 

Volunteers, board members and others, are the work force and provide all event 

organization, transportation, guiding, and food service, as well as general assistance, and 

care to clients. 

Many of the programs are offered in partnership with other organizations. For 

example, Alpine skiing and snowboarding events are held at the Mt. Shasta Ski Park  
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(MSSP). Shasta DSUSA has a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with MSSP to 

manage the relationship as regards instructor scheduling, equipment use including storage 

and maintenance, and facility costs for students and volunteers. A similar, but less 

formal, relationship exists between Shasta DSUSA and several other organizations. 

Scope and Scale 

Program participants are primarily residents of the Siskiyou County region 

although the winter program draws clients from neighboring counties as well as clients 

from the San Francisco Bay Area. 

Winter programs have been steadily growing over the past three years to a count 

of over 250 user days in the winter 2007-08. Summer programs have experienced similar 

growth with over 200 user days in the summer of 2008. At this time, there is available 

capacity in the winter programs but summer demand exceeds capacity. 

Infrastructure 

Shasta DSUSA has purchased specialized equipment for winter activities through 

grants from regional organizations. Summer events are supported through volunteers 

who donate the use of their personal equipment. Occasionally, supplemental gear for 

summer events is borrowed from local outfitters. 

Tangible assets are limited to this program equipment and a cell phone. At this 

time there are no business or technology assets and volunteers use personal computers to 

perform all information and financial management. Additionally, there are no facilities 

or vehicles.  
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Internal Analysis: Strategies 

Although the board has never formally approached a strategic planning process, 

strategies have evolved. Shasta DSUSA has a strong commitment to inclusion, and 

offers free services to all clients in all programs regardless of disability. There are no 

paid staff and volunteers support events, administration and governance. Finally, the 

organization is opportunistic about program development and utilizes alliances, 

partnering with businesses and other organizations, to offer programs within the local 

arca. 

Commitment to Inclusion: Free services to all disabilities 

Accepting all disabilities in all programs has established Shasta DSUSA as a 

diversity embracing organization with strong interests and abilities in developing 

innovative adaptive methods. This inclusion requires a trust relationship with the client 

and family and has led to significant client satisfaction and loyalty. 

Offering services for free supports an inclusive environment where any individual 

who wants to participate is welcome. This strategy evolved from the original ski and 

rafting programs, which were free to participates, and has been extended to new 

programs. While this has created some additional fundraising, it has eliminated the need 

for managing deposits and collections. 

Volunteer Based 

Programs. In developing the volunteer base, Shasta DSUSA has attracted skilled and 

enthusiastic outdoor professionals who have lent their expertise to specific events.  
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Additionally, many medical professionals that are outdoor enthusiasts also volunteer. 

This has allowed a high level of innovation in services and strong client management. 

Additionally, volunteers report strong satisfaction related to the “community of 

equality” (Outdoor Sports for Everyone, 2009). Event environment is a broad mix of the 

general and disabled population and this interaction fosters a broader sense of 

community. Participants, clients and volunteers, have indicated that these relationships 

transfer to their day-to-day life thus enhancing the quality of life for all participants long 

after the event is over. 

Governance. The volunteer board shares leadership through consensus decision-making 

at monthly meetings. As board members are also key volunteers for event coordination 

and guiding, the board is well informed about the needs and challenges of service 

delivery. Unfortunately, this dual role has led to a reduced emphasis on governance. 

Strategic Alliances 

Programs are developed and pursued based on the availability and interest of 

partners and volunteers in the community. For example, in the 2008 summer season, 

Shasta DSUSA added rock-climbing events by partnering with a local organization that 

leads commercial rock climbing adventures. This allowed a new offering to Shasta 

DSUSA clients with minimal organizational and infrastructure pressure on the existing 

organization and volunteers. The partner organization provided equipment and assistance 

with logistics. Shasta DSUSA provided client access, booking services, and insurance. 

Similar programs were developed with the Mt Shasta Nordic Ski club, the Mt Shasta Ski 

Park, and several rafting companies in the region.  
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Maintaining a local focus to programs is a strategy that supports increased 

participation for clients and volunteers. Travel costs and time commitment is kept to a 

minimum, which makes events more affordable for clients and more approachable as a 

volunteer. Additionally, this allows for flexibility in participation and clients and 

volunteers often participate for just a portion of an event. 

Internal Analysis: Competencies 

Shasta DSUSA has developed core competencies in several areas. They are (a) 

exceptional program quality, (b) Effective volunteer attraction, and (c) fiscal efficiency. 

Distinctive competencies are found in (a) the exceptional and varied skill base of the key 

volunteers, which allows a broad range of activities with minimal resources, and (b) the 

institutional approach to innovation that allows the acceptance of severely disabled 

clients that are unable to participate in other programs. These competencies position the 

organization for continued program success. 

Financial Analysis 

Current Finance and Fundraising Strategies 

Although Shasta DSUSA does not charge clients for participation in their 

programs, many participants join as members of the organization. At this time, 

membership requires minimum annual dues of $25. In 2007, membership began to be 

tracked and renewal notices are now sent along with the seasonal newsletter.  
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Shasta DSUSA has been successful in obtaining grant funding for program 

equipment. Over the past four years, six grants have been received for an approximately 

$25,000. Funds have gone directly to equipment purchase with none captured for either 

administrative costs or the cost of maintenance and repair. 

Operational funds have been obtained through small fundraising events and 

membership dues. These have raised very small amounts of money but due to the frugal 

nature of the organization they have been sufficient to sustain basic operating expenses 

such as bank fees and program insurance. 

Analysis Methods 

A typical financial analysis would depend on several standard ratios as indicators 

of the financial health and sustainability of an organization. These would include the 

current and quick ratios, which appraise the organizations ability to pay debts and 

liabilities with current assets. As Shasta DSUSA does not carry any liabilities, these 

ratios do not offer meaningful information and thus have been excluded from this 

investigation. More appropriate methods of analysis might be found in a contribution 

ratio and a working capital ratio. 

Contribution Ratio 

The contribution ratio compares individual contributions to total revenue. This is 

an indicator of how vulnerable the organization might be to the external economic 

environment or the changing interests and whims of the individual donors (McKinney, 

2004). Shasta DSUSA’s contribution ration for 2007 was 2512.5/8096, or ~31%, and the 

contribution ration for 2008 was 3141.85/11537, or ~27%. This indicates dependence  
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upon individual contributors is not a significant risk for Shasta DSUSA and this is further 

supported by the decrease in ratio from 2007 to 2008. 

Working Capital Ratio 

The working capital ratio is an indicator of operating reserve, or how long an 

organization might continue to operate should funding streams be eliminated altogether. 

At this time, Shasta DSUSA has no real cash reserves, investments or ongoing income. 

Current cash on hand represents just one month of operating expenses and thus the 

organization is at significant risk of an interruption of services for budget shortfall. 

Annual Budget Carryover 

Beyond these ratios, income has exceeded expenses in each year of operation, 

however, the budget carryover from 2008 was just $800, or ~ 8% of the projected 2009 

budget. This compares negatively with the carryover of 2007, which was approximately 

30% of the 2008 budget. Thus, Shasta DSUSA will experience greater dependency on 

income in the 2009 fiscal year. 

External Analysis: Microenvironment 

There are many factors in the external environment that have influence on the 

direction and future of Shasta DSUSA. Using a PEST template to analyze the political, 

economic, social, and technological factors in this environment it is clear that there are 

many factors in support of Shasta DSUSA and a few that may create challenges if trends 

continue (Morrison. 2009).  
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Political Factors 

Analysis of the political environment reveals a trend in the past few years for 

stricter regulation of nonprofit governances. At this time, policies are advisory in nature, 

however, efforts continue to enact enforceable standards and the continuing scandals and 

business failures that dominate the environment will only argue for regulation. 

Nonprofits will need to establish clear authority and accountability as regards their 

stewardship. 

In contrast, the new administration has indicated that there may be increases in 

spending for social programs and the president has specifically mentioned support for 

nonprofits. Two proposals, the Social Entrepreneur Agency and the Social Investment 

Fund Network have the potential to aid nonprofits. Additionally, there has been a call to 

service from President Obama that challenges all Americans to make personal 

investments in their communities by volunteerism. He has gone so far as to suggest tax 

credits and tuition credits for students who complete 100 hours of service each year. 

These programs may be a great source of new volunteers for nonprofits (Text of Obama’s 

speech, 2008). 

Economic Factors 

The uncertainty of the current economic environment is of considerable concern 

for nonprofits. According to The Foundation Center declining investment returns will 

force many foundations to offer fewer and small grants in the coming year (Gilliam & 

Stern, 2008). Individual giving is also expected to continue to decline this year as  
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personal incomes and investments are less secure. It will be important for nonprofits to 

focus on carefully targeted grants and sustaining relationships with existing donors. 

Additionally, many programs are dependent on partner organizations, which are 

also subject to the same economic stressors and may be less able to contribute. This has 

become apparent for the winter program, which depends on trained staff at the Mt. Shasta 

Ski Park. The economic downturn coupled with the drought in the west has led the Ski 

Park to cut back on staff this season, and Shasta DSUSA has had to increase volunteer 

involvement to maintain services. 

Social and Demographic Factors 

Volunteerism. “Retiring baby boomers offer nonprofits experience, management 

skills and vast numbers” (Eisner, Grimm, Maynard & Washburn, 2008). As a relatively 

inexpensive area of California with significant recreation and scenic resources, an 

increasing number of retirees are relocating to the Mt. Shasta area. This represents a 

new pool of professionals with the time and inclination to volunteer. Additionally, these 

retirees may represent a new source of individual donors. 

Inclusive Climate. The American culture is increasing diverse and the concept of 

an equal society is evolving. It is much more common to interact with people with 

disabilities than it was 20 years ago. Disabled children are now included in the regular 

classroom setting, a policy called mainstreaming. Increasing numbers of disabled 

veterans are returning from Iraq (Kerr. 2008). Daily interactions between people with 

disabilities and non-disabled people are breaking down historical barriers and broadening  
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the concept of community. As such it is common for persons with disabilities to have 

full participation in their communities, including employment and recreational activities. 

Trends in Public Education. Due to the increasing numbers of disabled children 

mainstreamed and the obligations of schools under the Americans with Disabilities Act, 

Adaptive Physical Education has become common in schools. Young people with 

disabilities are learning to be active, and to find ways to stay active as part of their 

healthy lifestyle. Again, this increases the number of persons who would benefit from 

the services of Shasta DSUSA. 

Technological 

Advancing medical knowledge and technologies continue to increase the size of 

the disabled population by improving survival rates from disabling illness, trauma, and 

birth defects. Additionally, treatments and adaptive technologies have increased mobility 

and improved the quality of life such that many with disabilities are able to live active 

lives. Thus, the technological environment has both increased the need for services like 

those that Shasta DSUSA offers and provided the adaptive equipment to facilitate 

participation. 

As for the organization itself, the development and prevalence of Web top software 

applications provide small organizations such as Shasta DSUSA with a low cost 

opportunity to use sophisticated tools for business administration, information 

management and fundraising.  
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External Analysis: A Modified Porters Five Forces 

A thorough external analysis would include evaluation of the industry setting and 

its influence on the organization. While not all of the Porter’s Five Forces Analysis is 

appropriate to Shasta DSUSA some application is required to have a full sense of the 

operating environment. 

Buyers: The Regional Disabled Population. 

Shasta DSUSA is located in Siskiyou County and serves a region that consists of 

seven other California counties and one county in the state of Oregon. In the 2000 census, 

these nine counties reported a total of 128,500 citizens between the ages of 5 and 64 that 

had some form of disability (Independent Living Needs Assessment, 2003). Thus there is 

a significant population of persons with a disability within the Shasta DSUSA region. 

This large regional population has high potential to put strain on the existing 

organization’s small resources. At this time, word-of-mouth marketing has created a 

summer demand that exceeds capacity and the board of Shasta DSUSA will need to be 

strategic about growth. 

Rivals: Other Disabled Sports Programs. 

A few adaptive programs exist in Northern California and Oregon, however they 

are a considerable distance, more than 200 miles, from Mt. Shasta. Oregon Adaptive 

Sports, based in Bend Oregon, is a winter-only organization that offers instruction and 

support for Alpine skiing. Disabled Sports USA Far West, based in Truckee California,  
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is a much larger organization with year-round programs similar to those offered through 

Shasta DSUSA. 

These programs represent a low influence on Shasta DSUSA. In addition to the 

issue of distance, each of these programs charge for their services and thus Shasta 

DSUSA remains an attractive choice both in convenience and in affordability. 

Entrants: Potential for New Adaptive Sports Organizations 

The potential for a new adaptive sports organization to emerge is fairly high. 

There are a significant number of people with disabilities within the region and there are 

also a number of outfitters and guides. This combination provides the nucleus for a new 

organization. Additionally, there are several existing organizations that have recently 

approached Shasta DSUSA about offering programs to their clients. This illustrates an 

growing interest in expanding services to the disabled population. 

Although this risk of entrants is high, it represents a low influence on the 

organization. Shasta DSUSA would welcome the increased access to activities they 

would represent to clients and would likely partner with new organizations where 

appropriate. 

Substitutes: Other Adventure Sports Programs 

There are a significant number of commercial outfitters in the region that serve as 

substitutes for the summer programs. Their programs are accessible to the degree that the 

outfitter has the equipment and inclination to accommodate a disability. At this time,  
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Shasta DSUSA welcomes the increased access these programs provide the disabled 

community. 

To facilitate this access, Shasta DSUSA has advised many of these programs on 

specific accommodations and seeks to partner with those that are like-minded. Thus 

these organizations have relatively low influence on Shasta DSUSA. 

Suppliers: Volunteers and Funders 

Volunteers. The availability of trained volunteers is a critical component to event 

quality and thus program volunteers have a significant degree of influence with the 

organization. Those surveyed express high organizational loyalty such that the risk to 

service is low, however, an increase in trained volunteers coupled with a volunteer 

appreciation program would aid the organization in managing this risk. 

Additionally, as there are no instruments of governance or financial oversight the 

organization is subject to the motivations and ethics of the few volunteers that serve on 

the board. Without a more explicit vision and path, strategic decisions are made by board 

members with varying perspectives on the future of the organization. Finally, several 

board members are experiencing burnout and the organizations governance structure is at 

risk from a loss of these key members. 

Thus volunteers have the potential for high influence on the organization. 

Establishing clear policies and procedures for administration, finance and governance, 

and adopting a strategic plan will help the organization manage some of these risks. 

Pursuing additional board members will also be needed to reduce the workload of the 

existing group and allow for board succession.  
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Funders. At this time, Shasta DSUSA does not have individual donors or 

foundations whose contributions represent a significant portion of income and thus these 

funding sources do not hold strong influence over the organization. 

SWOT Analysis 

The SWOT analysis matrix below—which looks at Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities and Threats, offers a summary framework to shape interpretation of the 

information gained from the internal and external analyses. 

 



Date PEST completed 

Date of SWOT Analysis 
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SWOT Analysis on _Shasta DSUSA 

February 3, 2009 

February 3, 2009 
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Focused Analysis: Four Key Areas 

Based on these findings, a more in-depth analysis is warranted in four key 

areas: (a) The Mission-program and volunteer management, (b) Financial Management 

including Fundraising, (¢) Administration, and (d) Governance. This analysis will focus 

on establishing the current strategies and procedures, drawing from theory and best 

practices to clarify opportunities, and identifying recommendations to stabilize current 

operations. 

The Mission 

Shasta DSUSA seeks a variety of outcomes related to the mission. Primarily, the 

founders have a love of the outdoors and a strong desire to share that love with their 

community. Research shows that participation in outdoor activities offers numerous 

other benefits including increased motivation and self-confidence, the ability to create 

and share a warm relationship with others/strangers, and the ability to complete a 

challenging task. This is in addition to the physical health benefits when the activity is 

active (Holman, Mclvor, Goldberg & Klenosky, 2009). 

In one recent study of inclusive activities, those mixing able and disabled 

participants, the disabled participants reported several primary outcomes including, 

“developing relationships with others, increased understanding of themselves, awareness 

and appreciation of nature and the wilderness, succeeding at a personal challenge and 

having a new opportunity.” Other participants reported a “better understanding of people 

with disabilities” and “being more respectful/trusting of others” (Holman, Mclvor, 

Goldberg & Klenosky, http://www.wildernessinquiry.org/news/research/McAvoy- 

Values%200f%20part-WI.htm).  
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This is consistent with the findings in this study. Event participants reported 

many of these outcomes indicating positive impacts to their lives. Clients reported 

improved quality of life through the focus on abilities. Volunteers reported an increased 

awareness of the happy lives of those with disabilities, increased focus on abilities rather 

than disabilities, and a sense of being more comfortable with these members of their 

community. As both clients and volunteers bring family members and guests, responses 

also highlighted the connections between people with disabilities, between families who 

share the challenge of a disabled member, and between the able and disabled participants. 

Programs 

Capacity and demand. Summer programs are very popular, especially rafting, and 

exceed capacity. In the summer of 2008, all three rafting trips were filled and clients 

were turned away as trip size could not be expanded. Unfortunately, circumstances were 

such that additional trips could not be organized as guide volunteers were over extended. 

Passive activities and low interaction. Many summer activities are relatively 

passive events. Clients sit in a raft, or sit along shore with a line in the water. While this 

is appropriate for some clients, many clients would experience increased benefits by 

increased physical activity. Thus as programs expand, Shasta DSUSA should develop 

some more active events, such a s rock climbing, hiking, and cycling. 

Similarly, volunteers cite low client interaction at some events due to lack of 

organized activities. For example, at Lake Days some clients sit alone fishing rather than 

join in a voluntary interactive activity. In these cases, a more organized format, or game, 

may increase client-to-client and client-to-volunteer interaction.  
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Full Inclusion. Currently people with disabilities participate in activities as clients 

rather than guides. As an extension of the concept of equality, it would be of great 

benefit to utilize disabled participants as guides and volunteers. This might be 

accomplished by reaching out to those with disabilities who are already proficient in 

existing activities, or by seeking a new activity based in the availability and sport of a 

disabled guide. Further, a training program to develop guiding skills in existing clients 

could serve this goal. 

Program scope and expansion. Current program offerings are narrow in focus and 

there is significant interest in developing other areas of activity. Within the past few 

months several local groups have approached Shasta DSUSA regarding potential 

partnerships. These include Aikido of Mt. Shasta, Siskiyou Ice Rink, Mountain 

Wheelers, and Flying Lotus Dance Studio. While each partnership and program will 

need to be evaluated on its own merit, Shasta DSUSA must first determine more broadly 

how and if such an expansion fits within future plans. 

Program Recommendations 

It is recommended that improvements to current programs be addressed before the 

summer 2009 season. This would include developing group activities to increase 

interaction, and adding walks or short hikes to increase the activity and exercise level. 

These changes may be accomplished with minimal expense and effort by asking an 

existing volunteer to develop and lead a hike or activity. 

Beyond these simple improvements to existing programs the board of Shasta 

DSUSA must approach the issue of program and event expansion. As the board  
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completes a visioning and strategic planning process this issue must be central to the 

discussion. As demonstrated previously, there is a significantly greater regional disabled 

population than is currently served by the organization and increasing pressure from new 

participants is beyond current capacity. Additionally, there are new program and 

partnership opportunities that must be addressed. While it is reasonable that new partners 

can ease capacity issues, these partnerships will need to be managed and at this time 

administration and management functions at Shasta DSUSA are not fully operational. 

Volunteers 

Volunteers are essential to the programs and events of Shasta DSUSA. They are 

critical to the mission and as such it is incumbent upon the organization to use volunteers 

effectively and to consider volunteer needs and outcomes when making decisions about 

future programs. 

Volunteer management. As previously stated volunteers surveyed reported 

significant personal value gained from their experience. Unfortunately, Shasta DSUSA 

currently depends on these intrinsic factors to motivate volunteers. Although one trip 

leader reported sending personal thank you notes to key volunteers after certain events, 

there is no institutional attempt to acknowledge volunteer contributions. As these 

volunteers are so important to the organizations success, this lack of basic appreciation 

represents a risk to the mission. 

Additionally, prior to the survey for this study, there was no process by which 

volunteer’s insight and ideas were solicited and incorporated into the programs. Several 

volunteers surveyed expressed a greater sense of belonging to the organization as a result  
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of being surveyed. Incorporating volunteers in the program evaluation process offers the 

organization the opportunity to build program success through their insights and increase 

volunteer satisfaction and loyalty through their inclusion. 

Volunteer scheduling is an area of concern identified by some volunteer survey 

respondents. Several volunteers reported dissatisfaction with the current process, 

personal calls from event coordinators requesting assistance for single events. It was 

suggested that an annual or semi-annual calendar outlining volunteer opportunities would 

allow better planning for the organization and for the volunteers. 

Volunteer Training. Currently, there is a formal training program for volunteers 

who assist with specialized equipment for the winter program. While focused on the safe 

use of the equipment, sensitivity and communication information is also offered to aid the 

volunteer in creating positive interactions with the disabled skier. Group trainings are 

offered twice a year with one-on-one follow up available. 

Volunteers for summer programs have no formal training, and survey responses 

show that many would welcome the sensitivity and communication training. 

Additionally, many volunteers have never participated in the specific activity prior to the 

event, so some training in what the event entails, and what might be expected of them 

would be valuable. Finally, most volunteers have no background on education in the 

medical conditions and disabilities that challenge the lives of those for which they are 

volunteering. Survey results suggest that this kind of training would be valuable in 

helping volunteers adjust to the activities and environment.  
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Recommendations for the Volunteer Program 

To assure continued volunteer success, Shasta DSUSA should develop and 

implement a Volunteer Management Program. This should included volunteer 

recruitment and retention, recognition, inclusion in the evaluation and planning process, a 

more formal volunteering training, an education process, and a volunteer tracking plan. 

Recognition should include mechanisms for client and organizational gratitude. 

This might start with a simple focused thank-you moment at the end of events thus 

allowing clients a personal opportunity to express their thanks. This might be followed 

up with a personal note of thanks from the event organizer after the trip. Additionally, an 

annual volunteer appreciation evening has been suggested. 

Several more public recognitions might be also be pursued. Shasta DSUSA might 

develop the website to include a volunteer page. Each volunteer might be represented 

with a picture and a short bio and some indication of how or how often they volunteer. 

Post-event media releases would also create a sense of organizational gratitude for the 

volunteers. 

Volunteer participation in event evaluation should include post-event written 

evaluations that ask them to consider their experience in constructive ways for the 

organization. More general surveys, such as the one developed for this study, might also 

be repeated on a periodic basis. Aggregate evaluation and survey results should be made 

available to volunteers and changes or enhancements based on responses should be 

articulated in a way that acknowledges the value of volunteer feedback. Volunteers  
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might be included in event planning sessions or a seasonal volunteer meeting held to 

discuss events and volunteer opportunities 

Resources. To improve event familiarization and facilitate volunteer training, 

event procedures and policies should be established and documented. This might include 

responsibilities for specific volunteer roles, such as managing a specific type of skier as 

well as recommendations for general activities such as lifting and transferring clients. 

The sensitivity and communication information that exists as part of the winter 

training should also be formalized and disability narratives developed that offer 

volunteers information about the characteristics and manifestations of disabilities with 

which they are likely to interact. These individual training elements might be combined 

with the policies and procedures to form a volunteer manual. 

Training, More formal training could be instituted for summer events. One 

opportunity might be to hold a one-day training at the start of the season that offers 

hands-on practice at some of the activities and outlines expectations and best practices for 

each event. At this time, Shasta DSUSA does not offer client events in May and this 

might be an appropriate time to train and motivate volunteers for the upcoming season. 

Financial Management 

Financial stability for an organization is dependent on organizational success at 

two important functions, raising sufficient funds to sustain programs and operations, and 

managing those funds efficiently and effectively with full oversight. In this section, we 

will evaluate the current approach to these functions, discuss best practices and standards  
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for sound financial management, and recommend changes in policy and procedures to 

reconcile the gap. 

Financial Strategy 

Historically, Shasta DSUSA has operated in a manner that is fiscally 

conservative, partnering with other organizations for most direct program expenses and 

managing administrative functions through the use of volunteer labor. Thus, the daily 

operation of the organization requires little in the way of financial resources. This has 

allowed the organization to devote little time to fundraising or grant writing and 

minimized the volunteer effort required to maintain financial records. 

Finance 

Current Procedures and Policies 

Per the bylaws, the board treasurer collects and manages all income including 

dues, donations, grants and other funding (Bylaws. 2005). The treasurer is tasked to 

disperse these monies to vendors and suppliers in a timely manner, and also manages the 

reimbursement process for volunteer out-of-pocket expenses related to programs. The 

treasurer also maintains the bank account and financial records and generates annual 

reports related to (a) income and expenses, and (b) assets and liabilities. See Appendix B 

for 2007 and 2008 reports. 

Currently, these accounts and reports remain the sole purview of the board 

treasurer. While the full board receives these reports as attachments to an email, there is 

no mechanism for board discussion and review of either the correctness and completeness 

of the documents or the implications of the information contained within. This is  
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particularly of concern in that, while an intelligent and diligent volunteer, the board 

treasure has no formal training or experience in financial management. 

According to Hanlin, Seidner and Zeitlow in their book, Financial Management 

for Nonprofit Organizations, this situation is consistent with that of many small 

nonprofits who face significant barriers to effective financial management. Considering 

the high volunteer involvement and absence of paid staff, nonprofits are challenged to 

assign responsibility and authority. Additionally, as some element of independence is 

desirable in the oversight arena, very small nonprofits simply do not have enough staff or 

sophisticated volunteers to allow a separation of duties (Hanlin, Seidner & Zeitlow, 

2004). 

This explains but does not excuse the current situation at Shasta DSUSA. Many 

financial professionals live and work within the operating sphere of Shasta DSUSA 

however, there has been no effort to recruit this talent either to the board or to help with 

the financial operations. Lack of paid staff or sufficient experienced volunteers, coupled 

with the casual nature of the organizational culture, has led to a financial management 

system which resides with a single non-professional volunteer with no board oversight. 

According to TACS, a nonprofit resource organization based in Portland Oregon, 

effective financial management requires proficiency in five areas, planning—budgeting 

and cash flow, fiscal controls, accounting procedures, reporting procedures and 

monitoring processes (Nonprofit Financial Fundamentals, 2008). The last three of these 

are elements of the current financial operations of Shasta DSUSA, however, at this time 

there is no budgeting or planning process and no meaningful fiscal controls.  
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Best Practices 

As a formal corporation, Shasta DSUSA has fiduciary obligations under the laws 

governing their nonprofit, tax-exempt, corporate status both within the state and federal 

governments. While these are general statements about keeping accurate records and 

abiding by the financial policies established by the board of directors, they are indicators 

of the expectation of fiduciary responsibility that is inherent in the legal construct of a 

corporation. 

More importantly, sound financial management is critical to the mission and 

continuing service to the clients of Shasta DSUSA. Fundamentally, events and programs 

require capital, and this capital is obtained through the generous donations of individuals 

and organizations. Funders have expectations that their money will be used effectively. 

The solicitation and acceptance of funds represents an obligation on the part of Shasta 

DSUSA to act with fiscal responsibility. 

Recommendations 

Recommendations focus on enhancing controls on current procedures and a new 

focus on planning. This will lay the foundation for a monitoring and evaluation process 

regarding financial performance and inform the work of developing a fundraising plan. 

Professional assistance. Shasta DSUSA should recruit a financial professional to 

oversee a financial planning process and help identify and document proper procedures. 

Formalized procedures. Current accounting procedures should be documented 

such that there is institutional knowledge and understanding of the processes in place.  
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During the documentation process, specific reporting and control points must be 

identified and included. For example, monthly reports showing current account balances, 

receivables and payables, as well as anticipated changes in conditions for the coming 

month should be generated and distributed to the board. Regular board review of such 

reports provides an important connection to the financial environment and supports 

trenchant analysis and budget revision. Similar benefits will follow from board review of 

tax returns and other such reports. 

Planning. A budget and planning process must be developed that considers the 

needs of the organization over the next year, and also over the next several years. This 

must be rooted in the existing operations and define achievable goals for programs, 

income and expenses, while looking forward to the organizations vision for the future. 

Only through this planning process can meaningful oversight and evaluation of the 

organization be established. 

Early implementation and Success 

Budgeting for 2009 has begun. Through several meetings with the treasurer and 

key board members a proposed 2009 budget was developed. See Appendix C. This 

budget was presented to and approved by the board in January. The process of reviewing 

and approving this particular budget serves as an example of the benefits of such a 

budgeting process. Per the budget, board members understood the need to raise a specific 

minimum amount at the two annual fundraising events as well as the need to increase 

memberships. This discussion led to assigning specific board members who will develop  
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plans for meeting these goals. This is the first time in the history of Shasta DSUSA that a 

budget has been created and specific fundraising goals have been set. 

To better manage operations and to insure the long-term sustainability of the 

program, Shasta DSUSA should combine the financial reforms outlined above with a 

fundraising plan. Only through planning and the application of appropriate business and 

fundraising models can the organization secure the needed funds to insure the mission 

(Mendez, 2006). 

Fundraising 

Current Procedures 

Funding sources include foundation grants, partnerships, fundraising events and 

membership fees. There is no fundraising plan or any explicit board member obligation to 

fundraise. Board members participate in fundraising according to their availability, 

interest skills and connections. For example, one member of the current board has grant 

writing experience and another has a wealthy mother-in-law. Both have secured funds 

through these channels. When considering the viability of events and activities, funding 

needs are identified and sources pursued. Although reactive in nature, to date the current 

efforts have secured sufficient funds to support operations. 

At this time, Shasta DSUSA has not pursued foundation funding for 

administrative or organizational costs. Grants have funded equipment acquisition only 

and direct appeals to individual donors or partners have funded all remaining expenses. 

This lack of funding for administrative efforts has led to a significant additional workload 

for key volunteers. As a result, there is increasing volunteer fatigue and indicators lead to  
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the understanding that future administrative efforts must be better managed. This might 

be accomplished through the use of volunteers with professional expertise. Otherwise, 

funding must be found to hire part-time staff. 

Best Practices 

A fundraising plan must start with goal setting. Establishing a realistic budget for 

the next year was a first priority. With that in place, budget criteria can inform long-term 

budgeting and fundraising goals for the next three to five years. Once these goals are in 

place the work of identifying assets and opportunities begins. 

Initial work should be based in identifying existing fundraising assets. A database 

of funders and donors should be developed to track pertinent information like solicitation 

and donation history and funding cycles. Other fundraising assets such as existing 

relationships with foundations, the goodwill of the community, and event-coordination or 

grant writing skills, should be identified and analyzed for their potential. Linking these 

assets together in strategic ways to meet goals completes the first stage of planning. 

Implementation, evaluation, and revision then continue in an iterative process that hones 

in on fundraising success and long-term sustainability of the organization. 

Developing a broad funding base is another important consideration. As Ilona 

Bray indicates in her book, Effective Fundraising for Nonprofits, “The ideal is to have a 

manageably sized mix of stable sources providing the bulk of your budget, with some 

additional sources to provide balance, create future potential, and fill in the fundraising 

gaps” (Bray, 2009, p.77). At this time, Shasta DSUSA has the nucleus of such a mix. The 

task now is to develop that core into a full and stable funding base.  
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Recommendations 

Recommendations focus on satisfying the immediate need for 2009 and on the 

development of a long-range fundraising plan. As this is the first planning process Shasta 

DSUSA has pursued, it will serve as a work-in-progress document from which to build a 

successful long-term fundraising campaign. Measurable objectives and progress 

milestones must be built into the plan to allow meaningful review and revision. 

Funding the current year. As outlined above, the board of Shasta DSUSA has just 

begun the funding process for 2009. This resulted from a budget review in January, 

which highlighted the need to significantly increase funding immediately if goals for 

2009 are to be met. Several specific actions were identified to meet these needs and board 

responsibility assigned. Without creating a full assets list, the board identified area of 

high potential to pursue. 

Goal setting and long-term planning. The next phase is to develop a long-term 

fundraising plan that leads to stable funding over time. A forecasting process must begin 

to develop fundraising needs through 2012. Additionally, a fundraising assets inventory 

including a funding database should be completed. Then Shasta DSUSA can establish a 

three-year funding plan that anticipates need, incorporates and develops existing sources, 

and seeks to identify potential new sources (The Nonprofit Budgeting Process, 2006). 

Early Implementation. Some of this work has begun. The board treasurer, one of 

the overtaxed volunteers, is highly motivated to find funding to hire part-time staff. As 

stated previously, attracting this kind of funding is new for the organization and requires 

new methods and resources. One such resource is found at the Center for Nonprofit  
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Resources at Shasta College (www.shastacollege.edu/edw/), which maintains a grant 

research library and database. Through use of this facility, this board member has 

identified several foundations as potential funders and a grant writing process, targeting 

these foundations, has begun. 

This process illustrates the recommended planning structure. A need for staff was 

identified. An asset, the tired and thus highly motivated treasurer, was linked to the need, 

and this has resulted in the development of a new fundraising path. While this 

acknowledges the sound principles in the recommendations above, its application is too 

narrow. This process needs to be extended to the full organizational budget and goals. To 

facilitate this a Fundraising Plan Development Process proposal has been developed and 

is under board consideration. See Appendix D. 

Administration 

At this time multiple volunteers share the administrative work and this situation is 

likely to continue for the next year. This analysis will focus on identifying the current 

operational areas of concern and adapting best practices to the scale of the organization 

and the reality of this distributed responsibility. 

Program Support 

There are several administrative functions that are program based. Each event 

requires marketing, reservations, pre-event new client orientation and assessment, 

volunteer assignments, and expense tracking. Despite the commonality of these tasks 

there has been little attempt to standardize or to capture the information in common ways. 

Additionally, equipment must be managed.  
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Event coordination. Currently a volunteer who is skilled in the event activity 

accepts the coordinator role and has complete autonomy to manage the event. This often 

leads to a lack of continuity in how the events are organized and some confusion about 

roles and procedures within event types. Lessons learned in similar events are not 

transferred, marketing and reservation materials are not coordinated from trip to trip, and 

the coordinator’s specialized knowledge regarding the activities and accommodations is 

not captured and institutionalized. This is not an effective or efficient use of resources. 

Event tracking. There is a significant amount of data available from each event 

that would inform decisions if it was captured and tracked. This includes participation 

rates for clients and volunteers, volunteer hours used per event, partner preferences and 

participation, and expense data. Fundamentally, this information is central to the 

organization’s ability to evaluate their programs and success. More specifically, it could 

help shape more targeted marketing materials, identify gaps in service of the mission, and 

serve as confirming documentation to funders. These are just a few of the many 

applications of this material. 

Equipment. There is no maintenance, repair or replacement plan for the program 

equipment owned by Shasta DSUSA, nor is use tracked. The understanding of how and 

how often this equipment is used would aid in replacement planning. Establishing clear 

guidelines for maintenance and repair, and identifying a volunteer or partner to manage 

the tasks, will support the longest possible life of the equipment. 

Operations  
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There are numerous operational activities that combine to allow the organization 

to function. Specifically, these focus on communications, information management and 

record keeping. 

Communications. Currently the telephone is a cell phone that is shared by the 

volunteer community, each taking responsibility for occasionally keeping and answering 

the phone as well as following through on calls. While this has allowed sharing of 

responsibility, there is no overall log of calls and only a portion of the call traffic and 

information is shared with the rest of the group. 

Record keeping. Individuals manage financial and fundraising efforts and there is 

no institutional knowledge of these procedures, nor is there a regular period for reporting 

and or review. Also, there is a limited administrative record, which it not centrally 

housed. The secretary maintains the minutes of board meetings at her home. The 

treasurer maintains all financial records electronically on his personal computer. The 

contact database is housed in a web top application, and event participation and expense 

records are kept, or not, by the individual coordinators. 

Information Management 

Current information management is restricted to a contact database, which is 

housed in a web top application to allow easy access for board members. The board 

treasurer, who is also a retired software designer, manages the website and this database. 

Unfortunately, this is truly just a contact list and as such has limited usefulness to 

organizational management and program evaluation. Inclusion of data such as event 

participation, volunteer hours, and donations are contact-based data that could prove  
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valuable. Additional data regarding funders, their giving history, and funding cycles 

might also be included. 

Other information management applications might be useful to Shasta DSUSA. 

Numerous client management and marketing applications now exist as web top functions 

and many of these companies offer significant discounts to small non-profits. While the 

research and implementation of these applications will require a technically savvy 

volunteer, long-term use might offer significant improvements in effectiveness and 

efficiencies to the organization. 

Recommendations 

Program administration. Shasta DSUSA would benefit from an integrated 

approach to event management. A Coordinator’s Tool Kit containing guidance for event 

planning could be developed. This would simplify and help standardize events and event 

planning. A well-crafted tool kit would also broaden the pool of volunteers capable of 

managing event coordination. 

Additionally, a simple web-based reservation system would allow reservations to 

be taken and monitored from multiple locations. This could be accomplished with a 

simple spreadsheet or the organization might pursue a more formal reservation system. 

Specific fields in the reservation system could be crafted to inform a data-tracking 

program and all of this should be linked to the contact database. 

Finally, an equipment management plan should be developed. This should include 

inventory, use, maintenance, repair, and replacement planning and should be 

comprehensive enough to inform the organizational budgeting process as well.  
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Communications. A phone log should be added to the current phone procedures. 

This could be a small notebook that goes with the phone or a web file that is updated by 

each of the phone managers. 

Record keeping. A document retention list should be developed and a location 

identified where documents will be housed. Electronic copies of current reports and 

documents should be made easily available to appropriate board members. Historical 

records should be kept in a manner that is secure and retrievable. Hard copies of all tax 

and financial records, past and current, should also be kept. 

Information management. An information analysis should be completed as part of 

a fuller technology review. At this time, the board treasurer is also the board member 

with the most experience and knowledge regarding IT solutions. While in agreement that 

such a review would be beneficial to the organization, at this time he is unable to devote 

the time required. 

Governance 

Existing conditions 

The current governance structure consists of an eight member Board of Directors, 

five of which are actively involved in the operation of the organization. Shasta DSUSA is 

both a nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation formed in the state of California and a 501 

(c)(3) organization under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (Articles of Incorporation, 

2005). Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws were adopted at the time of incorporation 

and these remain the sole direct governing instruments. Additionally, Shasta DSUSA has 

aligned as a chapter of Disabled Sports USA, which recommends several guiding  
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principles of chapter organizations, however, these are advisory in nature (Guiding 

Principles, DSUSA). 

A comparison of the actions of the board to the requirements outlined in the 

bylaws reveals numerous violations related to process and notice. For example, length of 

board membership is explicitly limited to three years with a one-year hiatus required 

between terms. At this time all board members have served well past the three-year date. 

The nature and existence of these violations reflects the casual nature of the 

organization. The Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws were developed to meet the 

requirements of incorporation rather than as guiding instruments for the organization. 

Board actions are mission driven rather than governance related. A quick survey of the 

board members identified just one board member who had read the documents-the board 

member who created them. 

Obligations and Best Practices 

Governance obligations are found in the legal status of the organization within the 

laws of the state of California and the United States. Shasta DSUSA enjoys the benefits 

of nonprofit and tax-exempt status both in the receipt of grant funding and in the absence 

of tax obligations for that funding. These benefits are contingent upon the legal operation 

of the organization as outline in the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws. Continued 

benefit from that status requires that Shasta DSUSA abide by the laws that construct 

those entities. 

In 2002 federal legislation, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), was enacted to 

support greater corporate accountability. While primarily focused on the private sector,  
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two of the provisions of the act were extended to all corporations, public or private. Title 

VIII Section 802 requires that all corporations provide for retention of documents that 

support the investigation of fraud or wrong doing on the part of the corporation or its 

officers and representatives. Title VIII, Section 807 prohibits corporations from 

retaliation against employees who provide information during an investigation, or report 

violations that lead to an investigation (Jackson, 2006.) Thus, Shasta DSUSA has a legal 

obligation to adopt a document retention policy, satisfying Section 802, and a whistle- 

blower policy, satisfying section 807. 

In addition to the requirements mentioned above, SOX provisions offer a template 

for best practices within the public sector. As a result of formal Senate Finance 

Committee hearings on this subject in 2004 and 2005 a staff discussion draft was released 

outlining recommendations for applying the provisions of SOX as best practices for 

nonprofits. At this time these remain recommendations, however, the draft is explicit that 

it raises issues to be resolved as the finance committee works towards formal regulation 

(Staff Discussion Draft, 2004). 

Finally, the Senate Finance Committee enlisted the help of a nonprofit, 

nonpartisan coalition of nonprofits, the Independent Sector, to convene an advisory panel 

on nonprofit best practices. The resultant 2005 report offers recommendations in the 

areas of “governance, transparency and financial accountability, nonprofit oversight, and 

the legal framework regulating charities and foundations” (Taylor. K. 2005). 

Subsequent to the federal legislation, California imposed additional obligations on 

nonprofits operating in the state via the Nonprofit Integrity Act (SB1282). While many of  
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the provisions only apply to larger nonprofits, revenues in excess of $2 million annually, 

several requirements are imposed on all nonprofits. Primarily these are focused on 

honesty in fundraising and standards for the use of commercial fundraising firms. 

Additionally, they address the issues of executive compensation and independently 

audited financial statements (Nonprofit Integrity Act of 2004 Summary of Key 

Provisions, 2004). 

Although at this time Shasta DSUSA does not use commercial fundraising firms 

and has no executive employees, the provisions regarding misrepresentation and 

disclosures in solicitation materials are applicable as are the obligations for disclosure of 

independently audited financial statements. 

In addition to the legal and practical arguments, the board of Shasta DSUSA has a 

mission-based obligation to operate through sound governance principles. These practices 

lead to a stable and sustainable organization and thus insure continued service to the 

disabled population. 

Recommendations 

There are numerous sources of information regarding best practices for 

governance of a non-profit organization. For Shasta DSUSA, these sources can best be 

narrowed to a combination of government recommendations, in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 

and the California Nonprofit Integrity Act, public sector guidelines as outlined in the 

Independent Sector’s, Principles for Good Governance and Ethical Practice: A guide for 

Charities and Foundations, and in accepted disabled sports industry guidelines, as 

outlined in DSUSA guiding principles. These requirements and practices relate to the  
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financial health of the organization, the ethics and integrity of the organization and its 

directors, and to the issues of working with people with disabilities (Principles, 2007). 

Combining these recommendations, Shasta DSUSA must adopt a formal 

Document Retention Policy and a Whistle Blower Policy to meet SOX requirements. 

Proposed policies are attached as part of Appendix E. Policies to meet California 

requirements regarding fundraising integrity, solicitation disclosure, and public disclosure 

of independently audited financial statements will also need to be developed. 

Beyond the legal requirements, Shasta DSUSA should adopt nonprofit sector best 

practices that are scaled appropriately for the organization’s current capacity, yet provide 

accountability and oversight. These will serve both the existing organization and provide 

a framework should the organization choose future growth. These practices include: 

Development of an audit committee 

Institution of a Conflict of Interest Policy 

Institution of a Code of Ethics 

Adherence to existing board policies as outlined in the Articles of Incorporation 

and Bylaws 

Development of a Board Financial and Regulatory Literacy program 

Finally, Shasta DSUSA should adopt DSUSA guidelines and policies that support ethical 

practices in working with people with disabilities. These include: 

* Recruitment of people with disabilities for board and leadership positions 

* Development of a disability awareness program for volunteers and other program 

participants  
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& e Adoption of program guidelines that foster respect for clients and others with 

disabilities 

Should Shasta DSUSA choose to hire employees, which is under consideration as 

a part of this strategic planning process, additional responsibilities and obligations will be 

required related to the proper management of paid staff. 

Four Focus Analysis Summary and Proposal 

The conditions outlined in the above analyses construct a strong argument for 

organizational reform. The founders have build programs that are widely appreciated and 

offer value to the community, yet that service is at risk. As the legal stewards of the 

organization, the board must bring governance up to minimum legal standards. Beyond 

that, simple solutions scaled to the organizations size have been identified and very little 

effort will be required to implement the remaining financial and governance corrections. 

This proposal seeks organizational approval to enact these reforms. 

Further, this study recommends that the board complete a visioning process to 

bring the organization into focus. As the leaders of Shasta DSUSA, it is their role to 

develop this future vision and participate in planning towards that future. The final 

recommendations in this proposal serve to begin that process. 

Resistance to Change 

As stated above, many of the recommendations in this study were crafted to help 

the organization develop to a reasonable standard of oversight and fiscal responsibility. 

As such, approval and implementation will indicate, or perhaps introduce, a new  
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organizational commitment on the part of the board. Presentation of these 

recommendations will be the first real test of the board willingness to make this 

commitment. 

It is reasonable that some on the board will continue to discount the value of such 

a change. One member surveyed indicated his perspective that the organization might 

continue to operate as a hobby. Continuing to operate as a hobby, with a few changes to 

meet the identified legal gaps, is a reasonable outcome of the board conversation. 

Fortunately, skeptical board members generally see these reforms as an increase in 

workload. Board members who would prefer to accept a new level of responsibility will 

need to identify the resources needed to support that change 

Recommendations Summary 

As anticipated, a significant number of recommendations have been made in a 

number of areas. A summary of these recommendations with a determination of priority 

has been assembled into the table below. These priorities follow the proposal concepts 

above. This will aid in the development of an implementation plan including a budget 

and timeline. 
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Recommendation Summary with Priorities 

  

The Mission Immediate May 1%,2009 | January 1%, 2010 
  

Programs 

Improvements to existing 

programs 

Volunteers 

Management Plan 

Volunteer Manual 

Summer Training 

  

  

  

  

            
  

  

Financial Management Immediate | May 1%, 2009 | January 1%, 2010 
  

Finance 

Professional Assistances 

Formalize existing procedures 

Establish report and review cycles 

Develop Budget process 

Fundraising 

Funding Drive for 2009 

Goal setting for future funding 

Fundraising Plan Development 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

  

Administration Immediate May 1%, 2009 | January 1%, 2010 

  

Event Coordination 

Coordinator’s Tool Kit X 

Web reservations X 

Equipment Management Plan 

Operations 

Phone Log 

Build Administrative Record 

Information Management Review 
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Governance Immediate May 1%, 2009 | January 1%, 2010 
  

Legal Requirements 

Sarbanes-Oxley X 

CA Nonprofit Integrity Act 

Best Practices 

Audit Committee 

Conflict of Interest Policy 

Code of Ethics 

Financial Literacy Program 

Board Succession Plan 

Revision of Bylaws 

DSUSA Guidelines 

Adopt guiding principles 

Disability awareness programs 

Recruitment in disabled 
community 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

PR
PS

 
P
R
R
]
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Budget 

The bulk of the recommendations are policy oriented and will require volunteer 

hours rather than financial resources to develop and adopt. While some of these efforts 

will be part of a continuing commitment by this researcher, additional volunteer time will 

be needed. Additionally, it is recommended that some of this utilize volunteers with 

professional expertise in financial management. Should that be unavailable, professionals 

should be hired to fulfill the development activities. 

Actual out of pocket expenses to implement these recommendations are limited to 

the expenses associated with printing the Coordinator’s Tool Kit and the Volunteer 

Manual and training materials. At this time, copies are donated and thus this expense will 

be minimal, estimated at less than $100. It is also possible that the Information 

Management Review will recommend the use of a web application, which might require 

a monthly fee. If so, this will be addressed in the 2010 budget process as this review is 

scheduled during Phase 4 of the Implementation Plan. 

Thus, no significant financial commitment is anticipated as a result of these 

changes. A cost/benefit review leads to the conclusion that these changes are justified. 

They are financially feasible and will lead to a more secure future for the organization 

and the mission. 

Implementation 

Implementation must begin with a board review and approval process regarding 

the recommendations. Initial conversations have led the board to anticipate the results of  
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this work, however, acceptance of specific recommendations will need to be pursued. 

The full implementation plan is segmented into four phases. Board approval is designated 

as Phase 1. 

The remaining phases of the plan follows the priorities as outlined in the 

recommendations summary. Phase 2 is intended for implementation within 30 days and 

includes the activities shown in the immediate column on the summary. These include 

changes that satisfy legal obligation, changes that require little effort to implement, and a 

funding plan for the current year. 

Phase 3 captures the bulk of the recommendations and completion is scheduled 

for May 1, 2009. Primarily this phase establishes improvements that will aid the 2009 

summer season and develops best practices governance documents. Additionally, goal 

setting for future funding is a part of this phase. 

Phase 4 completes the recommendations and draws in development and long- 

range planning. It is recommended that these changes be completed no later than January 

1, 2010, as they will serve to inform organizational and financial planning for the coming 

year. 

These phases also build on the decision process of the board. Should a vision 

process result in decisions to scale back the organization, the Phase 4 recommendations 

can be implemented accordingly. Thus, implementation will be based in the ongoing 

vision and planning process. 

Evaluation  
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Success at this planning process can be measured in several ways. Initially, 

success might be defined by the timely completion of all identified tasks. This might be 

followed by an analysis of how the completion of these tasks has affected the 

organizations structure, governance and operations. This should be supported by 

identification of a newly stable financial plan and funding base. Finally, true success can 

be achieved by establishing that these changes have made a difference for clients and 

volunteers. 

To approach these assessments, four tasks have been identified. At the completion 

date of each phase of the implementation plan, the board will determine to what extent 

phase recommendations have been implemented. In the spring of 2010, approximately 

one year after anticipated board approval of recommendations, a follow up of the Internal 

and Four Focus Analyses should be accomplished, including a full financial and 

fundraising review. In the fall of 2010, the surveys will be revisited to determine to what 

extent client and volunteer perceptions or the organization and programs have changed. 

Areas of deficiency identified in these assessments must be evaluated for 

understanding of the factors inhibiting success. Revision of the recommendations and/or 

implementation plan should be made with a commensurate adjustment in the evaluation 

plan. 

Additionally, several recommendations will trigger the development of other 

action plans. Each of these plans must have meaningful evaluation points, which serve to 

inform revision. An important example of this can be found in the development of  
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finance goals and a fundraising plan. The reassessment of finance and fundraising must 

be directed by the measurable goals established in these plans. 

Expanded Applications and Further Research 

Coalition of Adaptive Organizations 

In the course of this work, it has been determined that there are several nonprofits 

operating in this region that serve the disabled community. Heretofore these groups have 

operated separately without sharing resources or working together on policy and socio- 

cultural issues that relate to their clients. In many cases, these groups are either unaware 

of the nature of the other organizations or uncertain in what ways alliances might be 

beneficial. 

Several elements of this project argue for the formation of a coalition of these 

organizations. One example is found in the benefits Shasta DSUSA will derive from this 

thorough review of regulations and best practices. Regulations and practices appropriate 

to Shasta DSUSA are likely to also be relevant to these other organizations. Similar broad 

based benefits might be found in review other recommendations from this study. 

Future efforts and research might focus on the viability of such an organization. 

Research might include a search for similar coalitions in other regions of the county, the 

ways in which these organizations complement and conflict with each other, and 

consideration of alliance that build from the strengths of each individual organization 

towards improved services for the disabled community. 

Resources for Very Small Nonprofit Governance  
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Outcomes of this research have value to many small nonprofits regardless of 

focus. Regulatory requirements and Best Practices identified apply to all nonprofits but 

few have sufficient understanding to pursue compliance. In the course of this work, three 

conservation organizations, one economic development organization, and a recycling 

center have asked the researcher for recommendations about their obligations under the 

law. 

Future research might focus on identifying ways to aid very small organizations in 

meeting regulations. This might include defining current obligations, establishing 

processes by which to monitor emerging regulatory issues, and creating simple methods 

to notify organizations of changes and assist in implementation. Similar efforts might be 

made to aid in meeting best practices for governance and financial oversight. 

Conclusion 

This investigation sought to identify gaps in the business model of Shasta DSUSA 

in an effort to aid in re-engineering the organization to one that is stable and sustainable. 

A determination was made that the mission of the organization is well supported in the 

community and both clients and volunteers benefit in many ways from the activities and 

programs Shasta DSUSA facilitates. The analysis also reveals that there are significant 

organizational failures that should be corrected if that mission and service is to continue. 

Changes focus on raising the administrative and financial processes to a 

reasonable standard for the size and scope of the organization. Additionally, good 

management of the organizations greatest assets, the volunteers, is lacking and 

recommendations for enhancing their experiences and honoring their contribution have  
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also been included. Implementation of these changes will move the organization towards 

long-term stability. 

The work of this investigation has raised many questions about the future vision 

for this organization and current board members disagree on where the organization 

should be in five years. Thus, the strategic planning process is limited to stabilizing 

changes that will strengthen and sustain the organization. Further efforts to engage clients 

and external stakeholders in a visioning process are required. This may serve to shift 

current board perspectives and to draw in new support for the organization to grow. 

It is clear form this investigation that the founders of Shasta DSUSA have identified and 

filled a need in the community. It is hoped that they will have the foresight to enact 

reforms that support continued service to the community. 
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Appendix A 

Survey Questions 

Client/Caregiver Survey 

Events 

1) What events do you attend? How often? 

2) Which events are the most fun? Your favorite? Why? 

3) Has participation had an impact on your life? In what way? 

4) Any ideas in how we can improve these events? Generally AND for your specific 

disability? 

5) Any ideas for new or expanded events? 

Administration 

1) Is the event information and reservation process simple and understandable? If not, 

what difficulties have you experienced and what ideas do you have for improvement? 

2) Do you receive regular emails and mailings from us? If so, do you feel they keep you 

informed? 

3) Do you have any contacts with other organizations that might be good partners on 

future events? For example, boy/girl scouts, Lions Club, etc...  
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4) Are you a paying member of the organization? Why or why not? 

5) Do you have friends or contacts that might be interested in assisting Shasta DSUSA 

with volunteer work and/or fundraising? 

Volunteer Survey 

Events 

1) At what events do you volunteer? How often? 

2) Which events are the most fun? Your favorite? Why? 

3) Has participation had an impact on your life? In what way? 

4) Any ideas in how we can improve these events for the clients? 

5) Any ideas in how we can improve your volunteer experience at these events? 

6) Any ideas for new or expanded events? 

Administration 

1) Does the pre-event information give you enough understanding of the event and the 

client interactions to be comfortable with the type of volunteer work you will be doing? 

If not, what difficulties did you experience and what ideas do you have for improvement?  
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2) Do you receive regular emails and mailings from us? If so, do you feel they keep you 

informed? 

3) Do you have any contacts with other organizations that might be good partners on 

future events? For example, boy/girl scouts, Lions Club, etc... 

4) Are you a paying member of the organization? Why or why not? 

5) Do you have friends or contacts that might be interested in assisting Shasta DSUSA 

with volunteer work and/or fundraising? 

Board Survey 

Existing involvement 

1) What is your specific role within the organization? 

2) What is your estimate of the amount of time you volunteer? 

3) Do you feel that your time is effectively and efficiently used by the organization? 

4) To what extent are you happy/unhappy with the current function of the organization? 

Future Vision 

1) What do you envision for the organization in the next 3 years? 

2) Should the organization grow? What does that mean to you?  
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eo 3) If you were in charge, and you are, what would be the main focus of your efforts over 

the next year? The next three years? 

4) How do you see your existing role changing as the organization grows? 
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Income, Expenses, and Budget Projections 

Category Description 

Income 

Shasta DSUSA Income 

Donations 

Fundraising 

Grants 

Memberships 

Raffle 

Total Shasta DSUSA Income 

Expenses 

Shasta DSUSA Expenses 

Bank Fees 

Chapter Dues 

Equipment 

Fuel 

Fundraising Event 

Incorporation Fees 

Insurance 

Mail 

Marketing 

Miscellaneous 

Postage and Delivery 

Program Event 

Property Tax 

Telephone 

Total Shasta DSUSA expenses 

2007 Actual 

1677.3 

2146.95 

2150 

835 

1287 

8096.45 

0 

0 

80 

25 

2150 

126.6 

586.42 

0 

41.91 

744.21 

115.33 

231.05 

4483.52 

2008 Actual 

2166.85 

1551 

6200 

975 

645 

11537.85 

16.3 

250 

5962.75 

100.01 

210 

0 

2150 

94 

583.22 

50 

140.62 

565.14 

185.32 

430.37 

10737.73 
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2009 

Projection 

2983.54 

1900 

3000 

1525 

1050 

10458.54 

0 

250 

3000 

100 

300 

0 

4300 

110 

600 

0 

175 

750 

210 

461.64 

10256.64 
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Appendix C 

Fundraising Plan Development Process 

Introduction 

Shasta DSUSA faces financial challenges associated with the continued operation 

and future growth of the organization. Current fundraising efforts have been effective to 

sustain the direct costs of operations with little of no reserve for indirect expenses such as 

insurance. Additionally, program delivery is sustained through significant volunteer 

commitment. At this time, key volunteers are taxed and no concerted effort is underway 

to assist or replace these volunteers. Thus, Shasta DSUSA is not operating in a 

sustainable manner and our continuing service to the disabled community is at risk. 

Proposal 

As part of a capacity building and strategic planning process it is proposed that 

Shasta DSUSA develop a formal fundraising plan that reaches forward to address the 

needs of the organization through 2012. This will require a forecasting process to 

develop fundraising goals that are directly linked to strategic goals. Additionally, an 

existing funding map and a fundraising assets map will be developed to identify existing 

resources and connections available to the actual fundraising. Specific sources will be 

targeted and focused solicitation materials and methods developed. Finally, an 

implementation plan will be formalized that outlines interim objectives with measurable 

milestones, codifies board responsibilities for the actions, and sets evaluation and 

revision criteria.  
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Process Recommendations 

1.0. Budget and Forecasting 

1.1 Plan the Budget process: including timeline, responsibilities, and key 

assumptions 

1.2 Set Program goals for the period of the budget 

1.3 Identify changes in administrative capacity required to meet program goals 

1.4 Gather data and information regarding costs to achieve program and 

administrative goals 

1.5 Develop budget that meets costs and reserve goals 

(The Nonprofit Budgeting Process. 2006) 

2.0 Existing Funding Map 

2.1 Inventory of existing sources of funding-database of funders, donors, partners 

2.2 Funder/Donor profile 

2.2.1 History of relationship with Shasta DSUSA including volunteering 

2.2.2 History and pattern of all prior donations, including requests denied 

3.0 Fundraising Assets Map  
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3.1 Inventory of tangible assets 

3.1.1 Equipment owned by Shasta DSUSA used to deliver services 

3.1.2 Recreational assets owned by sympathetic contacts or board 

members potentially available for fundraising events/activities. 

3.2 Inventory of existing likely relationships-either as an organization or as 

individual board members 

3.3 Skills Inventory 

3.3.1 grant writing, marketing, event coordination, etc 

3.3.2 artistic ability, professional recreational abilities, other professional 

services that might be donated 

4.0 Strategic Analysis and Integration 

4.1 Identify strategic links between fundraising assets and potential funders 

4.2 Integrate source timeline with budget timeline 

4.3 Identify backup plan for unsuccessful strategies 

5.0 Document a Final Plan  
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5.1 Description of activities 

5.2 Implementation Timeline for activities and evaluation points 

5.3 Assign responsibilities 

5.4 Identify measures of success 

(Bray, 2008) 
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Appendix D 

Whistleblower Protection Policy 

The whistleblower protection policy is being implemented at Shasta DSUSA to 

comply with the Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection act of 2002 

(Sarbanes-Oxley). The provision in the legislation applies to all organizations, not just 

publicly traded ones. 

At Shasta DSUSA, any volunteer, board member, or staff member who reports 

waste, fraud, or abuse will not be fired or otherwise retaliated against for making the 

report. 

The report will be investigated and even if determined not to be waste, fraud, or 

abuse, the individual making the report will not be retaliated against. There will be no 

punishment of an employee for reporting problems—including firing, demotion, 

suspension, harassment, and failure to be considered for promotion or any other kind of 

discrimination. There will be no punishment of volunteers, board members of otherwise, 

including suspension or removal from office, sanctions—formal or informal, or removal 

from volunteer pool-formally or informally. 

There are several ways to make a report of suspected waste, fraud, or abuse. 

* Verbal report given to any board member not included in the suspected behavior 

* Written report mailed to Shasta DSUSA, PO Box 191, Mt. Shasta, Ca. 96967 

* Written report submitted by email to infor@shastadsusa.org 

% To investigate this report Shasta DSUSA will:  
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Evaluate and retain all documentation related to the event and investigation 

Interview, and document conversations with, all parties either directly involved in 

the incident or with peripheral knowledge appropriate to the investigation 

Identify specific actions, behaviors, and procedures that support waste, fraud or 

abuse and develop corrective measures 

To follow-up on the findings of this investigation, Shasta DSUSA will: 

* Provide the person filing the report with a written summary of the findings 

Take steps to deal with the issue addressed, including making operational or 

personnel changes 

If warranted, contact and cooperate with law enforcement to address criminal 

activities 

This policy is hereby enacted by the Board of Directors of Shasta DSUSA. 
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Appendix E 

Document Protection Retention and Destruction Policy 

Purpose and Intent: 

This policy addresses the management of business records and documents. As 

such it 1s intended to meet the requirements of the Public Company Accounting Reform 

and Investigator Protection act of 2002. 

Policies such as this will eliminate accidental or innocent destruction prior to the legal 

minimum requirement for retention. Additionally, this policy outlines Shasta DSUSA’s 

commitment to document retention during investigation and litigation. 

Document Protection 

Documents (hard copy, online, or other media) will be stored in a protected environment 

for the duration of the document retention schedule. Computer backup media will be 

included. 

General Document Retention 

The following table provides the minimum requirements for retention. 

Type of Document Minimum Requirement 

Accounts payable ledgers and schedules 7 years 

Audit reports Permanently 

Bank Reconciliations 2 years 

Bank statements 3 years 

Checks (for important payments and purchases) Permanently 

Contracts, mortgages, notes and leases (expired) 7 years  
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Contracts (still in effect) 

Correspondence (general) 

Correspondence (legal and important matters) 

Correspondence (with customers and vendors) 

Deeds, mortgages, and bills of sale 

Depreciation Schedules 

Duplicate deposit slips 

Employment applications 

Expense Analyses/expense distribution schedules 

Year End Financial Statements 

Insurance Policies (expired) 

Insurance records, current accident reports, claims, policies, 

etc. 

Internal audit reports 

Inventories of products, materials, and supplies 

Invoices (to customers, from vendors) 

Minute books, bylaws and charter 

Patents and related Papers 

Payroll records and summaries 

Personnel files (terminated employees) 

Retirement and pension records 

Tax returns and worksheets 

Timesheets 

Trademark registrations and copyrights 

Withholding tax statements 

Permanently 

2 years 

Permanently 

2 years 

Permanently 

Permanently 

2 years 

3 years 

7 years 

Permanently 

3 years 

Permanently 

3 years 

7 years 

7 years 

Permanently 

Permanently 

7 years 

7 years 

Permanently 

Permanently 

7 years 

Permanently 

7 years 

©2004 National Council of Nonprofit Associations, www.ncna.org 

May be duplicated for non-commercial use, with attribution, by charitable organizations.  
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& Document Retention for Investigations, Litigation 

This policy expressly prohibits any board member, volunteer, officer or employee 

of Shasta DSUSA from the destruction of documents relating to an existing or anticipated 

investigation or legislation. 

 


